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FlexView with
HuddleSHOT FC
Mobile Videoconferencing Cart

Another exciting product collaboration from Legrand | AV! This 
solution from Middle Atlantic and Vaddio was meticulously 
designed by our engineers to include all the necessary 
components for a videoconferencing system in small to medium 
collaboration spaces. The FlexView Conferencing Cart with 
HuddleSHOT FC makes installation and usability a breeze for 
installers and end-users alike, not to mention specification with 
1 part number…did we mention it’s only 1 part number? 

YOUR NEW FAVORITE
VIDEOCONFERENCING SOLUTION

*shown with optional front shelf



Save time and money! The HuddleSHOT FC camera is 
factory installed.

No guesswork on camera placement. The FlexView has a 
pre-defined camera locations (36” and 42” above the floor) 
and with a simple rotation of the front panel the camera can 
be higher or lower to support various screen sizes (up to 75”).

Mobile or stationary, you decide. The FlexView includes 
interchangeable casters (pre-installed) and leveling feet so 
you can keep the system where it is or move it from room-to-
room

Of course there is equipment mounting. 2RU of vertical 
mounting and tool free Lever Lock™ small device mounting 
for everything else you need.

Supports larger displays: including most 75” interactive 
screens, with 300x300mm to 800x400mm VESA mounting 
pattern and overall weight capacity of 175lbs (79kg).

ADA compliant for touchscreen use. The FlexView base is 
scalloped for unimpeded display interaction.

Let’s be crystal clear. Be heard and be seen with unmatched audio 
and video clarity. The Vaddio HuddleSHOT FC has built in full stereo 
speakers, two integrated microphones with echo cancellation and 
a 2x Digital Zoom with 1080p/60 resolution lens with a 125 degree 
field of view.

Yes, you are on mute. A blinking red LED light indicates when the 
microphones are muted.

POE+ to power up the HuddleSHOT FC and reduce cable 
management.

Remote management For the Win. Connect and manage the 
included HuddleSHOT FC with the free Vaddio Deployment Tool 
along with all your other Vaddio cameras on the network for easy 
enterprise deployments/

Seamless integration with major cloud-based conferencing 
applications including Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, Cisco 
WebEx, GoToMeeting and more.

For larger huddle space., HuddleSHOT FC can be paired with 
optional TableMIC or CeilingMIC microphones to extend the pickup 
range.

Optional Accessories:

Even more flexibility. Add the 15’ power cord retractor and/or the 
20’ Cat6 retractor for a hardwired connection almost anywhere in 
the room.

Take a shelfie. Add the optional shelf to the front of the cart for 
anything from control system touch panels to pens and pencils.

What about Europe? The European power cable optional accessory 
make this cart very continental.

FlexView  
Features & Benefits

ORDERING
INFORMATION

Vaddio HuddleSHOT FC  
Features & Benefits

Part Number Description

FVS-HSFC-800SC-WH FlexView Conferencing Cart with HuddleSHOT Flushmount Camera, White

FVS-HS-FRTSHLF-WH Front Mounted Controller Shelf for FlexView Conferencing Cart, White

FVS-800-CAT6-20F Category 6 Cable Retractor for FlexView Conferencing Cart, 20 feet

FVS-800-RET15F 15 Amp US Power Cable Retractor for FlexView Conferencing Cart, 15 feet

FVS-EURO-CABLE European (UK and EU) Power Cables for FlexView Conferencing Cart with HuddleSHOT FC

FVS-HS-FRTSHLF-WHFVS-800-RET15FFVS-800-CAT6-20F
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